In *One Night Ultimate Alien™*, strange beings from beyond have infiltrated your small village, bringing fearsome futuristic technology and an insatiable appetite for villagers and their livestock. Fortunately, your village has powerful inhabitants who have been tasked with saving it from the alien invaders.

In addition to the contents below, the game includes a free iOS/Android One Night app (which can be obtained via your device’s app store, or through the link on beziergames.com), which creates a dynamic game experience each time the game is played.
FOR PLAYERS OF OTHER ONE NIGHT GAMES

Alien includes changes from the original One Night Ultimate Werewolf™ game, its sequel Daybreak, and One Night Ultimate Vampire™. Be sure to read the Getting Started Guide before you jump in and start playing. The sections indicated below highlight some things that are new to Alien.

Setup: Alien requires that the device with the app on it is placed where everyone can reach it. It also requires that each player take a player number token. See Setup below.

The One Night app: Unlike other One Night games, using the One Night app is mandatory for Alien. Several rules only work if there’s an app, and unlike previous games, the narration for each role is not shown in the rules. Fortunately, the One Night app is free (visit beziergames.com on your device for direct links).

Variable rules for several roles: Many roles in the game have you do different things each time you play. The app provides a different set of these rules for each game automatically.

Multiple teams in the same game: You can have any number of teams playing in a One Night game, such as Aliens and Werewolves. These Epic Battles are described in detail on page 6.

See the last page of these rules for more information about One Night Ultimate Werewolf, Daybreak, and Vampire.

SETUP

When playing Alien, you may use any combination of roles, but always include three more role cards than there are players. Each player receives one card (face down, which they look at secretly). While you may use any number of Aliens, we recommend using a combination of two Aliens (any two regular Aliens, Groob, or Zerb) for the best results.

Place the three extra cards in the center of the table face down.

Each player receives a Player Number token, which are numbered from 1 to the number of players playing. To make things easier for all players, giving players numbers that increase in a circle around the table (in either direction) will make it easier to play Alien.

Place the device that is running the app on the table face up near the center of the table where everyone can both view the device and reach it.

THE ONE NIGHT APP

In One Night Ultimate Alien, the app is a critical part of the game. Download the free One Night app by going to beziergames.com on your iOS or Android device.

SETTING UP THE APP

After you’ve downloaded the app, tap the first button at the upper left to turn off the One Night Ultimate Werewolf roles that are on by default. Then tap the green One Night Ultimate Alien button to turn on the roles for Alien.

VARIABLE RULES

Most roles have variable actions, resulting in different rules for each of these roles. Each game, a random action will be used and called out by the app. Be sure to pay attention to what the app is saying when your role is called.

ripples in space-time

If there are any aliens in your game, there’s a chance that their flagrant use of futuristic technology might create a ripple in the space-time continuum. If that happens, the app will tell you what happens as a result. The ripples may be as simple as giving a player an ability, or they may be as complex as taking you back in time to repeat the entire Night Phase again.

Ripples (if they happen) always occur at the end of the night, right before players are asked to move their cards around slightly and then wake up. Remember that whenever the app asks a role to do something, it is always referring to the player who started the night with that role. Even if you know for sure that you no longer have the role you started with, you will only wake up and do the action associated with your original role.
APP INTERACTIONS

Some roles require interaction by players with the app during the Night Phase. Most of the time, the app asks a player to answer a question, or choose something from a small list. This is done by the player tapping the appropriate response on the app within a few seconds of being asked the question. The amount of time given to interact with the app is the same length as the role timer.

Sometimes, the app asks a player with a certain role to do something, and that role card will be in the center. If that happens, the app will choose an answer itself. This ensures that players don’t know if a certain role is in the game or not.

PLAYING WITH THE ALIEN ROLES

This section describes all of the roles in One Night Ultimate Alien, and also explains how they interact with roles from the original One Night Ultimate Werewolf game, its sequel, Daybreak, and One Night Ultimate Vampire.

For the roles below, “alien” includes the regular Aliens, Groob, Zerb, and any other card that becomes an alien during the Night Phase. If any alien is killed at the end of the game, the alien team loses.

If you’re a One Night veteran, play Alien first without cards from the other games. Once you get the hang of how Alien works, you can add cards from other One Night games.

ALIEN

Aliens (including “regular” Aliens, Synthetic, Groob, and Zerb) wake up and look for each other. Then the app directs the Aliens as to what to do next.

In some cases, the Aliens may have the ability to change a player into an alien. In this particular case, the player remains an Alien, regardless of what his card is.

The Alien is on the alien team.

SYNTHETIC ALIEN

The Synthetic Alien wakes up with the aliens. Even though he is an alien, he has a different win condition. Due to the self-awareness he is programmed with, he realizes that his advanced technology is too powerful for the aliens to wield, and too dangerous for the villagers to have, so he only wins if he dies. If the Synthetic dies, everyone on the alien and village teams lose.

When the app refers to “aliens” it includes the Synthetic Alien, even though he is on a different team.

The Synthetic Alien is on his own team.

COW

The Cow sticks out her fist while the aliens are awake. If any alien is sitting next to the Cow, one alien must tap her on the fist, which tips her.

The Cow is on the village team.

ORACLE

The Oracle wakes up and the app asks her a question. She responds by tapping an answer on the app. If she does not respond for any reason (including if the card is in the center), the app chooses an answer for her.

The Oracle is on the villager team.
GROOB & ZERB
Groob and Zerb wake up with the aliens, and then wake up together later and look at each other.

If both Groob and Zerb are in the game, they have a different win condition: Groob only wins if Zerb dies and Groob stays alive, and Zerb only wins if Groob dies and Zerb stays alive. In both cases, the village team wins as well, since at least one alien was killed. Any other aliens in the game lose if either Zerb or Groob dies.

If only one of the two is in the game, she is on the alien team as normal.

Groob and Zerb are on the alien team, unless both are in the game, in which case they are on their own teams.

LEADER
The Leader wakes up, and all players who are aliens keep their eyes closed and put out their thumbs. If both Zerb and Groob are in the game and saw each other when they woke up, they point at each other (with their eyes closed) instead of putting out their thumbs.

If Zerb and Groob are not both in the game, the Leader wins with the village team. If both of them are in the game, the only way the Leader wins is if both Zerb and Groob are alive at the end of the game. In addition, the village team loses and the alien team wins if all players on the alien team (including Zerb and Groob, if either or both are in the game) point to the Leader, even if an alien is killed.

The Leader is on the village team, unless Zerb and Groob are both in the game, in which case the Leader only wins if both Groob and Zerb survive.

PSYCHIC
The Psychic wakes up and the app tells her to look at one or more cards. Which cards may be viewed can be different for each game.

The Psychic is on the village team.

RASCAL
The Rascal wakes up and the app tells him if he may (or must) move two or more cards. Which cards may be moved can be different for each game.

The Rascal is on the village team.

EXPOSER
The Exposer wakes up and may flip one, two, or three of the center cards by turning them over and leaving them that way. The number of cards turned over is determined by the app. If the Exposer is told that he may flip two cards, he must flip two or none at all. If he is told that he may flip three cards, he must flip three or none at all.

The Exposer is on the village team.
**BLOB**

The Blob doesn’t wake up, but is told which and how many players adjacent to it are now part of the Blob. The Blob wins as long as none of the players who are part of the Blob (including the Blob player) are killed. The Blob wins in addition to any other teams that might win.

The players the Blob must keep alive are always relative to the location of the Blob card at the end of the game.

_The Blob is on its own team._

**MORTICIAN**

The Mortician wakes up and may look at the cards of one, both, or none of his neighbors (based on what the app tells him to do). The Mortician needs more business, and on top of that he’s really lazy, so he wins if at least one of his neighbors (the players directly adjacent to him) dies. The Mortician wins in addition to any other teams that might win.

_The Mortician is on his own team._

**DOPPELGÄNGER & ALIEN**

When playing with the Doppelgänger (from the original *One Night Ultimate Werewolf* game), please note the following rules:

**Oracle:** The Doppelgänger-Oracle wakes up after the Oracle and answers another question.

**Alien:** The Doppelgänger-Alien wakes up with the other aliens.

**Synthetic:** The Doppelgänger-Synthetic wakes up with the Aliens, and wins if she dies.

**Cow:** The Doppelgänger-Cow puts out her fist just like the Cow (both put their fists out at the same time), and if an alien is sitting next to the Doppelgänger-Cow, one of them must tap her.

**Groob or Zerb:** The Doppelgänger-Groob or Doppelgänger-Zerb wakes up with the aliens, and also with Groob and Zerb. While she must kill her frenemy (Groob if she is Zerb, and Zerb if she is Groob) to win, the real Groob and Zerb may win by killing her if she is the Doppelgänger of their target. The Leader only wins if Zerb, Groob, and the Doppelgänger of either are alive at the end of the game.

**Leader:** The Doppelgänger-Leader wakes up after the Leader and sees who the aliens are.

**Psychic:** The Doppelgänger-Psychic wakes up after the Psychic and may look at cards based on what the app tells her.

**Rascal:** The Doppelgänger-Rascal wakes up after the Rascal and may move cards based on what the app tells her.

**Exposer:** The Doppelgänger-Exposer wakes up after the Exposer and may expose one or two additional cards based on what the app tells her.

**Blob:** The Doppelgänger-Blob absorbs players in the same manner as the Blob (but it is a different set of players, based on the Doppelgänger-Blob’s location).

**Mortician:** The Doppelgänger-Mortician wakes up after the Mortician and wins if one of her neighbors dies.
**EPIC BATTLES:**

**ALIENS VS. VILLAGERS VS. WEREWOLVES VS. VAMPIRES**

You can have Aliens, Villagers, Werewolves (from *One Night and Daybreak*), and Vampires (from *Vampire*) in the same game.

If three or more of these groups are in the game and active (i.e. actually in front of at least one player, not just in the center card group), at least two players will be killed during the vote: the player with the most votes and the player with the second-most votes (in this case one vote counts if it is the second-highest number).

If there is a tie for the most votes, only those tied for the most votes are killed. If there isn’t a tie for the most votes, and there is a tie for second-most votes, the person with the most votes is killed and those with the second-most votes are also killed. If it is determined that only two of these groups are in play (because the other cards were in the center), then only the player(s) with the most votes (as long as they have at least two) are killed. Both win conditions below must be fulfilled for each team to win:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Win condition 1</th>
<th>Win condition 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alien Team</strong></td>
<td>At least 1 Werewolf or 1 Vampire must be killed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vampire Team</strong></td>
<td>At least 1 Werewolf or 1 Alien must be killed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Villager Team</strong></td>
<td>At least 1 player from two different teams must be killed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Werewolf Team</strong></td>
<td>At least 1 Vampire or 1 Alien must be killed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When four teams are in play, more than one team can win. For instance, if a Villager and a Vampire are killed, both the alien team and the werewolf team win. Colluding with another team to try to get the numbers is encouraged, but it might just out you and result in your team losing!

All other teams retain their original win conditions.

**ONLINE FAQ**

There is an FAQ on the beziergames.com website, in the *One Night* area, that provides answers to common questions regarding the different roles and variable actions that are generated by the app.

Please refer to this FAQ with any additional questions or clarifications on this or other *One Night* games.

**THANKS PLAYTESTERS**


**ABOUT THE DESIGNERS**

Ted Alspach is the designer of several games including *Colony, America, One Night Ultimate Werewolf, Castles of Mad King Ludwig, Ultimate Werewolf*, and *Suburbia*. He lives in a secluded fortress somewhere in North America, awaiting his eventual abduction by aliens.

Aikhisa Okui is the designer of Japan’s *One Night Werewolf*.

**ABOUT THE ARTIST**

Brazilian artist Gus Batts has illustrated more than 50 children’s books, and is the artist for *One Night Ultimate Werewolf, One Night Ultimate Daybreak*, and *One Night Ultimate Vampire*. See more of his fantastic artwork at www.gusbatts.com.
ONE NIGHT PLAYMATS

Keep night card movement noise quieter by purchasing an official 14” x 24” One Night soft (mousepad style) playmat directly from Bezier Games at beziergames.com.

Bonus Pack 1 contains three new roles: the Aura Seer, who knows who viewed or moved a card; the Prince, who can’t be killed; and the Cursed, who turns into a Werewolf if any Werewolf votes for him. It also includes three new artifacts and three alternative artwork cards for Werewolves and the Tanner. Order Bonus Pack 1 directly from Bezier Games at beziergames.com.

Bonuses Pack 2 contains four new roles: the Apprentice Tanner, who is on the Tanner team; the Beholder, who knows who the Seer is; the Squire, who is on the werewolf team and knows if any of them have been changed during the night; and the Thing (that goes bump in the night), which goes bump… in the night. It also includes two new artifacts and two alternative artwork cards for the Vampire and Seer. Order Bonus Pack 2 directly from Bezier Games at beziergames.com.

ONE NIGHT CARD SLEEVES

Have a round table? Then pick up a 24” diameter round playmat, which can be used with any game due to its intricate mandala style artwork. Get it directly from Bezier Games at beziergames.com.

Bonus Pack 3 contains three new roles: The Empath, who learns what the other players are thinking; the Body Snatcher, who takes over another player’s card, changing it into an alien version of that card; and Nostradamus, who predicts which team will win the game. It also includes a new alien artifact, player numbers to allow for up to 12 players, and three alternative artwork cards for the Alien, Robber, and Troublemaker. Order Bonus Pack 3 directly from Bezier Games at beziergames.com.

Keep your cards mark-free by purchasing these high quality One Night card sleeves directly from Bezier Games at beziergames.com.
NIGHT WAKE ORDER
W/ ALIEN, WEREWOLF, DAYBREAK, & VAMPIRE

Below is a master list of all roles that wake at night from the original One Night Ultimate Werewolf game, its sequel Daybreak, Vampire, Alien, the Bonus Packs, as well as the order they should be woken relative to each other (only call the roles that are in your game):

- 9: Oracle
- 8: Copycat
- 7: Doppelgänger
- 6: Vampire/The Master/The Count
  - 6-B: The Count
  - 6-C: Renfield
- 5: Diseased
- 4: Cupid
- 3: Instigator
- 2: Priest
- 1: Assassin
v1-B: Apprentice Assassin
00: Lovers
0: Sentinel
1-A: Aliens/Synthetic/Groob/Zerb/Body Snatcher
  - 1-C: Cow
  - 1-D: Groob & Zerb
  - 1-F: Body Snatcher
2: Werewolves
  - 2-B: Alpha Wolf
  - 2-C: Mystic Wolf
3: Minion
3-B: Apprentice Tanner
3-C: Leader
4: Masons
4-B: Thing (That goes Bump in the Night)
5: Seer
5-B: Apprentice Seer
5-C: Paranormal Investigator
5-D: Marksman
5-E: Nostradamus
5-G: Psychic
6: Robber
6-B: Witch
6-C: Pickpocket
7: Troublemaker
7-B: Village Idiot
7-C: Aura Seer
7-D: Gremlin
7-F: Rascal
8: Drunk
9: Insomniac
9-C: Squire
9-Z: Beholder
10: Revealer
10-B: Exposer
10-E: Empath
11: Curator
13: Blob
13-A: Mortician

The Villagers, Tanner, and Hunter from One Night Ultimate Werewolf don’t wake up at night. The Bodyguard and Dream Wolf from Daybreak don’t wake up at night. The Cursed and Prince from Bonus Pack 1 don’t wake up at night.